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From 1970 through 1973 snow measurements also
were made at Vostok below an "L"-shaped wire line
with 20-meter legs and measurement points at 1meter intervals.
A comparison of monthly snow accumulations in
the polygon and in the square revealed a disagreement between values. The correlation coefficient was
0.3 ±0.2. Annual snow accumulation values in the
square exceeded those of the polygon by 1.5 to 2 times.
And, using the information in the figure, it is not
difficult to establish that the error of calculation for
the mean annual snow accumulation value in the
square (40 measurement points along a 40-meter
line) exceeds 50 percent. Extending the observation
period decreased the difference. A moisture accumula tion value for 4 years (1970 through 1973) was 3.1
grams per square centimeter per year. This value is
only 41 percent higher than that of the polygon for
the same time period. A mean accumulation value for
9 years (1958 through 1967) in the square was 2.5
grams per square centimeter per year (Aver'yanov,
1969). This value (within the general error') agrees
with data obtained from the polygon, although the
comparison is not quite correct since it was made
between different years.
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Relative error in mean ainual
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the Vostok Station area from
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Snow accumulation along the MirnyyVostok profile, 1970 through 1973
N. I. BARKOV

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
Leningrad, Soviet Union
The Mirnyy-Vostok profile was established during
January through March 1970. About 700 snow survey
stakes made of Duralumin tubes 30 millimeters in
diameter and 3.5 to 4.5 meters in length were set up.
During annual tractor-sledge traverses from Mirnyy
to Vostok the stakes are measured and new stakes are
set up next to original ones that protrude less than 1
to 1.5 meters above the snow surface. Some stakes
were lost between kilometers 10 and 80, a stretch of
highest snow accumulation.
Snow accumulation varies highly from stake to
stake, especially between kilometers 7 and 400. Mean
annual snow accumulation along the Mirnyy-Vosok
profile has been calculated from 4 years of data: 1970
through 1973 (figure). Each point corresponds to
the mean snow accumulation calculated from sta es
placed at 10-kilometer intervals. Along the first 100
kilometers from Mirnvy, 14 to 20 stakes were pla ed
within 10-kilometer intervals: from kilometers 110 to
880 the spacing is one stake every 2 kilometers, or five
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Mear annual snow accumulation along the Mirnyy-Vostok
profile (1970 through 1973).
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stakes in each 10-kilometer interval; from kilometers
880 to 1,430 (Vostok) there are three to four stakes in
each 10-kilometer interval.
Snow accumulation sharply decreases inland, from
170 centimeters of water at kilometer 25 to 25 centimeters of water at about kilometer 230; it persists
at this level until about kilometer 370, when it begins
to increase to 40 centimeters by about kilometer 430
and then gently decreases to 7 centimeters in the
Vostok area.
These data seem to confirm the character of antarctic accumulation by precipitation, as observed by
Kotlyakov (1966). The decreased snow accumulation
from kilometers 230 through 430 is apparently due to
increased wind transport of snow and to evaporation.
Considerable differences in accumulation rates along
adjacent, 400-kilometer coastal stretches are due to
the relief of the ice sheet. This relationship is scheduled
for further study.
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Temperature measurements in the
Vostok Station borehole
N. I. BARK0V
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
Leningrad, Soviet Union
R. N. VOSTRETSOV and 0. F. PuTIKov
Leningrad State Mining Institute
Leningrad, Soviet Union
The first temperature distribution data from a borehole at the Soviet Union's Vostok Station were obtained in 1970 to 508 meters in depth (Barkov and
Uvarov, 1973). A dry hole 180 millimeters in diameter
was thermal-drilled at Vostok in 1972 to a depth of
782 meters. Principal measurements were made by a
thermal probe lowered along the hole's axis and
placed in contact with the hole's walls. A special
thermosonde was melted 0.3 meter into the ice at the
bottom of the hole.
Platinum thermometers with 100- and 500-ohm
resistance at 0°C. and thermistors with 1,000-ohm
resistance at 20°C. were used. The measurements were
made with the use of a thermistor-balanced bridge.
The bottom thermosonde was melted into the ice by
an 80-watt thermal heater at a rate of 5 millimeters
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